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Absetrac This paper describes an experiment on the effect of insertions and deletions on the path
length of unbalanced binary search trees. Given a random binary tree, repeatedly Inserting and
deleting nodes yields a tree that is no longer random. The expected internal path length differs
when different deletion algorithms are used. Previous empirical studies Indicated that expected

- internal path length tends to dereas after repeated Insertions and asymmetric deletions. This
study shows that performing a larger number of insertions and asymmetric deletions aetually
increaes the expected Internal path length, and that for sufficiently large trees, the expected
Internal path length becomes worse than that of a random tree. However, with a symmetric
deletion algorithm, the results indicate that performing a large number of Insertions and deletions
de ,s "e the expected internal path length, and that the expected Internal path length remdns
better than that of a random tre

This research was sponsored In part by the Office of Navel Research under contract N00014-V-C-



1.A binary tree created by Inserting ns randomly chosen keys into an empty tree has an expected

interna Path length Of In Ps I.386IgnJ~ Randomly deleting k nodes from such a tree yields

a tree whose expected internal path length is I%-k.,. Unfortunately, performing insertions after

deletions does not produce !jInary trees whose Internal path length is predicted by this function.
Atheoretical explanation of the effect of performing deletions and then insertions on binary tree.

is still lacking. [Knuth 73, Section 6.2.21

This papor presents an empirical study on the effect of applying random insertions and

* deletions to random binary search trees and analyse results of experiments comparing asymmetric

and symmetric deletion algorithms. In a previous empirical study, Knott (Knott 761 suggests that

the expected internal path length tends to dkereae after repeated insertions and asymmetric

deletions. In this study, the large -number 6f Insertions and asymmetric deletions performed.

suggests that the expected Internal path length first decreases but eventually begins to *tcease.

For sufficiently large trees, expected interna path length becomes worse than that of a random

tree. However, experiments using the symmetric deletion algorithm show that performing alarge

number of Insertions and symmetric deletions dea...s the expected internal path length (making

the'trees better than radom).

Section 2 describes the Insertion and deletion algorithms used In this study and provides an

overview of some of the previous work In this area. The statistics used In thi study arefn e

* ~in Section 3. Section 3 also mentions a few specifics about how the data was gathered. The

* obser vations In Section 4 give an inepretatiou of the dat and the conclusions are summarized In

Section S.

Am.ve AksriMw: The structure of bbnay trees naturally hed to ame Insertion algorithm. To~

Iner a node Into a binay tree (known not to contain the node), comipare the new and current

keys and inowt the node int the leM or rit .ubtree, whichever maintains the Invariant of the

d61a W=rctre The Ptaal cod for this alpsrthm Is provided In ftgur 1, below. ftr ftzther

?ksqhsst ta b Ig 1B s a aNA W a
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".Cini Inert (AV root : Nodftr; z DataTyps);

'Mi V Wroot a NM

S<(roo); root? d1t1 := z;

root.Wihild :z NI; root?. iChild :z NIL

SLII V z < root?. data
M Insert (roott. iChild. z)

ZLM Inamr(oott.rChlld, x)

Fgr e 1: The insertion procedure.

explanation see [Knuth 73, Section 6.2.2, Algorithm TI.

Unlike insertion, there are many reasonable deletion algorithms from-which to choose. This

paper describes experiments with Knuth's asymmetric deletion algorithm and a trivially modified

version of this algorithm to make It symmetric.

Asymwebic Dektiois Algevitm: A node's auee~uor Is defined to be the smallest node In the right

subtree. Smilary a node's predeceusr is defined to be the largst node in the left subtree. To

delete a node from a binary tree, replace the node with Its successor, ie., the node that contains

the next larger key. The Fa code for this algorithm is given in Figure 2, below. Fium 4 t shows

aamples of the insertion algorithm and this deletion algorithm applied to a particular binary tree;

for further explanation m [Knuth 73, Section 6.2.2, Algorithm D].

Symnetric Deekti/ n Alg : To delete a node from a binary tree, replace the node with Its

*scesor or predecessor. Alternately choose the succmor and predecesmor (so that half the tim

the Rlhtaelete routine Is called and half the time a suitably modified version of this routine,

Lt e , Is asd)

Conside building a binary tre using a keys choen randomly from a uniform distribution

(Le., Al W pemation of the keys ae equally likely). There ae (:)/(n + 1) possible sha, for

this tree jKnuth 66, Section 2.L4.4], each with some probability of occurring call the distribution

.D. By thb ddlitlon, Insrtg a new node Into this binary tree would yield a tree of An a + 1

whose dspe oous with a probability defined by D, +j. Bnarby tress whose distribution of shapes

tmmws 4-11 s at Ge d of go pqwe.
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O it htflete (VAR root : lodeft ; z : DataType);
VAR copy, successor. "mccPtr : NodaPt;

IFX z < roott. data
Tax3 RtghtDelte (root t.Child, z)

a I F z > roott.data
THN R4ghtDoelte(roott.r hild, z)

ELSE BEGI
copy :U root;
V oott.ichild m NIL.

CatI.- Thse iseucce s tergt h. dTHEN oot roott, Mild
WS IF roott. rChildt. Cild a NI

Ca t he-Vi svucc~r is the riht chiLd

THEN M aini! 2oott.rCh11dt.1Ch11d := roott.lCh~ld;

root := root.rCld

{is JU. M: m~ ccessr is the kftmnst child in te righ nb~v&.
E8 BEGIN

.': succ]tr := roott. rChlld;

1111US succptrt. lChild, iChild <> NIL DO
mzccPtr :- wuccPt31. Ch12d;

nccessor := succPtrt.iChUld;
succPtrt.ichld :- succsort . rCh l ;
successort.Chld : roott.lChlld;
succesort.rChild :. roott.rQhUd;
root : succssor

END;

DISOSE(copy)
END

Figure s The asymmetric deleton procedure.

Is D. are caned e s biw frees.

Thomas Hibbard [Hbbard 621] proved that deleting a random node (i.e., where each node has

an equal probability of being deleted) from a binay tree of sue ft, with dl~trbution of shapes D.,

Yields a tree with a distribution of shapes D, 1.

Stragely, performing random Insertion and deleion operatons an a random tree does not

preerve th distrfuton of dpeas. Consider building a binary tree of sie a, as demerlbed above

Mse the key are chosen from a uniform distribution, the probability of insrting a new node In

my partiular intekey gap is -. After one random deletion, the distribution of shaps will be

* 3



D..., but the probability of Inserting a new node where the deleted node used to be will be -01+

(while all other place are still dyI+). Knuth [Knuth 73, Section 6.2.21 describes this phenomenon

M follow

The shape of the tree is random after deletions, but the relative
distribution of values in a given tree shape may change, and It
turns out that the first random Insertion after a deletion actually
detreysa the randomness property on shapes. This startling fact,
first observed by Gary Knott in 1972, must be sen to be believed.
Empirical evidence suggests strongly that the path length tends to
decease. after repeated deletions and Insertions, so the departure
from randomness seems to be In the right direction; a theoretical
explanation for this behavior Is stil lackting.

Knuth feels that binary trees tend to improve because "path length tends to deceass One

way to compare binary trees Is to measure their Internal path lengths. The Internal path length

of a tree In defined as the sumn of the depths of the nodes in the tree,

IPL - distance(rot, 0l.

For a random tree containI.ng ai nodes, the expected XPL Is denoted as I. and the expected number

of comparisons In a successful search Is denoted as C.. Knuth (Knuth 73, Section 6.2.21 gives the

expected number of cma Iin a successful search, C, as approximately equal to 1.38 g.

Substituting Into the relation I. = n(.- 1), ona obtain# the approximation I. *a 1.3Skslgn.

A distribution of tres Is aid to be "better than random* when the expected IPL Is lees than J4

(since the expected number of comparisons Is proportional to the IPL).

,.1.

Iffarandom sequence of Insertions and deletions were applied to a random tree oflAnwa, the

resulting tree would probably not have the same number of nodes. The original tree's XPL would

therefore not be directly comparable with the FPL of the new tree. In this study, seuent. of

Auswtion/delktio pairs (O/D pairn) are appied to random trees. Since the resultg tre alws

has the same else, It is eqy to -e whether any Improvement has been made. (Knott's 4#ta We.
Alm obtained by using /D pair.) The first sp of the simulation Is theefre to Inset ai nodes

Into an empty tree, aste which successive pans of insertion. followed by deletions are perforuind

Let 7PZ,,, deote the swmeaue measn FPL of an %s-node binary tree after applying i K/D pas

4



Figures 5 through 10 uhrtw7PL.,41n plotted as a funiction of i. This ratio shows the Improvement

of the resulting tree's expected 1PL an a fraction of the random tree's expected IPL.

The deletion algorithm given above generally replaces the node to be deleted with its souesr,

~~. the 'jeft-most node In the right subtree. The left and right uubtrees are treated differntly ad,

as observed below, this appears to have a profound affect on the behavior of binary trees Such a

deletion algorithm is called an apsymetric deletion algorithm. The symmetric deletion algorithm

which In examined In this study is a trivially modified version of the asymmetric algorithm. This
symmetric algorithm alterntely replaces the node to be deleted with its successor or its predecessor.

The algorithm requires a small amount of state information, but similar results have been obtained

by radoml replacing the node to be deleted by Its successor or predecessr.

To ensure that the results were not an artifact of the random number generator, simulations

we performed on both DEC-20. and Perqs. In the DEC-20 simulations the random number

generator used the linear congruential method to produce 36-bit pseudorandom numbers [Knuth

60, Section &.2]. The random number generator for the Perq is the feedback W sgiste

pseudorandom, number generator as described In [Lewi 731. The data presented in this paper

was generated on the NPa and took about one month of CPU time, but similar results we

obtained for the smaller trees on the DEC-20.

The outer loop of the simulation program in very simple. First, build a tree with telzs nodes,

then gather data before and after each Interval of isize l/D p"is

103 1 1 TO talus DO Rmdlwset;
R. ather dat..

FOR I :z; 1 TO intervals DO =IN
FOB 3 :a 1 TO laize DO UMh hiasert; hndDel1te 31;

Figure St The Inner loop of a simulaton.

4. Obhe-mold@=

The graphs In Figures 5 and S show the expected Internal path length of wa-ode binar

tres plotted agaist the number of Insertion and asymmetric deletion pai" Initially, 7PZ.,j

%5-



decreass, as Knott and Knuth observed. After some critical point, though, 71TL, starts to

increase, eventually levelling off after approximately n2 l/D pairs. Figure 7 is a comparison chart

in which 7PL,,/I, is plotted as a function of i/n2 for each of the values of n tested. (The latter

ratio normalim the a-axis.)

* Perhaps the most significant observation is that as n increases so does the asymptotic value

for TPL.,/I.. Since binary trees can be modeled by Markov Chains, and any binary tree may be

obtained by applying some combination of I/D pairs to any other binary tree, the lim,-.oo PEft.,,

*"exists [Ros 70, Theorem 4.91. Figure 7 suggests that

lim TPE,,4>

for sufficiently large values of n (roughly greater than 128). Thus binary trees seem to become

*worse than random' after many insertions and deletions.

The comparison chart In Figure 11 shows the asymptotic values of 7,,/l. for both deletion

algorithms plotted against n (on a log scale). The data given in Table I was obtained by summing

all the 7MZ, and Me',, when i > s.

a Samples 7.T,,>., Vautanes

64 6000 0.97 0.016e2

128 6800 1.00 0.01340

256 2300 1.06 0.00965

512 1200 1.16 0.00970

1024 750 1.30. 0.01013

2048 34 1.49 0.00771

Table ls Data for Asymmetric Deletions.
~i

The asymmetric curve appears to be quadrat c. A lea-squres multiple regresson we hted by

the invrm of the variance yields the following approximstion:

aim mi's 0.0202Igas -0.2411gn+ 1.

Substitting Z. ft1.3kul we obtlai

onZ,, OW O.OIS0mlg a - 0.334kg' a + 2.34alga
dw

-eeO'

S..*~b~*C*~~ ~<qt % . ~S..* .- *



The pgaphs In Figures 8 and 9 show the corresponding plots of the data In Table 2 for the

expected internal path length for symmetric deletions.

,n; Samples 1P%,,>6 . Variance

64 6000 0.905 0.01664

128 6800 0.800 0.00916

256 2300 0.888 0.00615

512 1200 0.890 0.00347

1024 750 0.81 0.00235

2048 5340 0.883 0.00269

Table 2& Data for Symmetric Deletions.

The ,PLi decreases Initially, a in the case of asymmetric deletions, but the asymptotic value

of the expected internal path length seems to remain lower than that of a random tree. The

comparison charts in Figures 10 and 11 Indicate that

Sor that

The comparison chart in Figure 11 shows the asymptotic value of 7, slowly deesing as

Increases. Since a binary tree with a nodes cannot have an internal path length less than that of

a perfect tree, we know that

117 , = n(101o.).

5. Coelusha

The stpected Internal pah length of a random binary. tree Is - O(s logs). Zmphlad

evidemn mggets that performing mamy insertion and asymmetric deletions yd binary tam

with an expecd interna path length of G - 0(s 1og a). Thus performing asymmetrk

duelMsaUMe binr tree to becom more unbalanced. Anmzngl, the axpeced path hbt*

doe not am . by a cutant facter, but rather by a factor ofloe a. &oGe, UperIments sw

[ / . 2 - ... ": "" ¢" " " -i. " " % " : " \ " "" """"' ''''' """'""" ' '"' '" "'""" " " """



that the symmetric deletion algorithm improves the balance of binary trees leaving the expected

Internal path length O(n log a), but with a .MUkr constant coefficient than the expected internal

path length of a random binary tre.

Because this is an empirical study, the above conclusions can only be conjectures. No one has

provided a theoretical explanation of the behavior of a binary tree's path length after applying

deletions and then insertions. There Is no- proof that the asymptotic value of 71R,i is less than

J. when performing random insertions and symmetric deletions or that the asymptotic value of

IT,.,i is greater than I. when applying insertions and asymmetric deletions.

In closing, It should be noted that the results of this study will have little impact on th use

of binary trees In practice. It takes approximately 1.5 million random insertions and asymmetric

deletions to make a 2048-node binary tree worse than a random tree, and 4 million before Its

expected internal path length reaches the asymptotic value (which is just 60% worse). When so

many operations are required, other data structures are probably more appropriate.

S
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Figure 4: Examples of Insertion and Asymmetric Deletion.

Start with Insert 38

3 41 3 41

delete 4
(case 1)

delete 54
1 (caw 11)

3 41 3 41

/deletel19

3 41
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Figure 6
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Figure 8
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